We present a theory of image texture due to the shading of corrugated (3D textured) surfaces, Lambertian on the micro scale, in the domain of geometrical optics. Derivation applies to isotropic Gaussian random surfaces, under collimated illumination, in normal view. The theory predicts the structure tensors from either the gradient or the Hessian of the image intensity and allows inferences of the direction of irradiation of the surface. Although the assumptions appear prima facie rather restrictive, even for surfaces that are not at all Gaussian, the BRDF far from Lambertian, with vignetting and multiple scattering present, we empirically recover the direction of irradiation with an accuracy of a few degrees.
Introduction
In this paper we use the term "texture" only in the context of surface corrugations at a scale for which we chose to ignore geometrical surface structure (i.e., we are satisfied with a mere statistical characterization) of surfaces that are of uniform albedo at all scales of interest. Notice that (perhaps contrary to common opinion) such a choice is always mandatory although it is often made implicitly due to the limited resolving power of any imaging apparatus. Most of the discussion will focus on surfaces that are Lambertian on the microscale ("micro" implying "subpixel" in the image).
Thus we leave "texture" due to local variations in pigmentation (the kind that figures prominently in "shape from texture", "texture mapping", and so forth) out of the discussion. When we discuss surface topography we speak of "surface texture" or "corrugations", etc., and if we discuss the images of such surfaces we speak of "image texture". In many cases we use "texture", trusting that the context will specify the intended meaning. Because of the Lambertian assumption image texture is the radiance (a property of the beams entering the eye) texture due to the imaging of the surface irradiance (a property of the scene at the surface of the object) texture. In this paper we focus on the normal view of shallow corrugations, in which case we need not distinguish between the latter two meanings. Evidently the constraints we apply are very restrictive and relaxing them will yield a far richer theory of the image texture due to pigmented, obliquely viewed curved surfaces of deep relief with arbitrary BRDF on the microscale. However, since the first step has yet to be taken, the severely constrained case may have its merits. Indeed, we will show that the predictions of the resulting theory apply quite well to a large class of natural surfaces.
At first sight a surface that is of uniform albedo might be expected to appear featureless. However, due to photometric interactions such as body and cast shadow, shading, vignetting and multiple scattering at the mesoscale (the scale of the corrugations), the local irradiance will vary and consequently an image texture will be generated. 2, 16 The resulting texture will critically depend upon the irradiation of course. 3 This is quite different from the usual "texture" (due to pigmentation variations) which does not essentially depend upon the irradiation at all, except in a trivial sense (no irradiation, no image). In this paper we assume illumination with a collimated, parallel beam, though generalisation to general light fields 8 is immediate due to the additive property of the irradiance. We assume shallow relief and irrradiation from a high enough angle (with respect to tangency) such that shadowing and vignetting (which amount really to the same thing) do not occur. 9 The shallowness of relief also allows us to neglect the influence of multiple scattering. Then the only photometric effect that needs to be taken into account is Lambert's surface attitude effect 7, 14 (often called "shading").
The local irradiance is given by the normal irradiance I 0 (say) caused by the incident beam times the cosine of the angle subtended by the direction towards the source and the outward surface normal. We consider a Monge parameterization of the surface, specifying the height over the tangent plane at the surface as a function of the position in that tangent plane. Then the local irradiance will be proportional with the first derivatives (gradient) of the height function. In this paper we consider the second order image intensity structure, thus we need to deal with the cubic height structure.
Since we consider texture, i.e., a statistical description, 16 we need a statistical model of the height function up to the third order. In this paper we consider the simplest possible case, that is to say, an isotropic Gaussian random surface. Then the distribution of heights is jointly Gaussian, we do not further specify the spatial structure, that is the autocorrelation function of heights. One easily shows (see below)
that the first order statistics carries no information concerning the direction of the irradiance. We need to study the second order, i.e., the correlations between derivatives of the image intensity. This is indeed intuitively obvious when you consider the result of shading 10 of an elementary surface feature, say a small protrusion or indentation. (See figure 1.) In either case you obtain a "dipole" of a light and a dark blotch, but the dipoles for the protrusion and the indentation are of opposite polarity. Since the Gaussian surface will have equal numbers of each, the dipoles will average out.
In the second order they will add up though, since the autocorrelation function of a dipole does not depend upon its polarity. The statistics thus will depend on the orientations (not the directions, i.e., the angle is periodic with period π, not 2π) of the elementary dipole patterns due to local hills and dales. This is the cause of the remarkable correlations between local differential operator responses reported by
Chantler et al .
3, 4
- Figure 1 about here -
The irradiance structure
Consider a collimated beam from the direction j = cos ϑ(cos ϕe x + sin ϕe y ) + sin ϑe z , where e z = n the local surface normal whereas e x,y span the tangent plane. Because we assume an isotropic texture the direction of e x has to be assigned arbitrarily.
The beam is characterized by its azimuth ϕ, elevation ϑ and normal irradiance I 0 .
Assume a constant albedo α and a height function h(x, y) where (by assumption) the first derivatives with respect to x and y vanish at the origin. The absolute height is not important, we assume h(0, 0) = 0 for convenience. Then the irradiance distribution is given by
where h u denotes the partial derivative of the height with respect to the variable u at the origin. Because of the assumptions h << 1 and ϑ >> 0 it makes sense to consider a truncated Taylor expansion of this expression. For a number of reasons
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it is advantageous to consider the structure of the log-irradiance distribution, rather than the irradiance distribution itself. It will turn out to be the case that only the first order terms matter, thus we have
The gradient is
and the Hessian 
i.e., the m uv 's are the moments of the power spectrum of the height. From the symmetry of the autocorrelation function we see immediately that m rs is zero for r + s odd. Thus odd and even partial derivatives are mutually uncorrelated.
For the isotropic case the moments can be written in terms of the "circular moments" of the powerspectrum
where
These circular moments depend on the particular shape of the autocorrelation function, but we will see that this dependency cancels out in the case of immediate interest
here. The statistical properties of Gausian random surfaces are well understood. The theory is due to Longuet-Higgins, 17 see also.
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For our purposes we will need the means of products of partial derivatives of the height up to the third order. Notice that the irradiation of a local surface element depends on its slope with respect to the light rays impinging upon it, that is to say, on the first order derivatives of the height. We need to study the gradient of the radiance (involving the second order derivatives of the height) and the Hessian (matrix of second order derivatives) of the radiance, which involves the third order derivatives of the height. We conveniently apply the established fact that the covariance matrix of the second order derivatives (h xx , h xy and h yy ) is
whereas that of the third order derivatives (h xxx , h xxy , h xyy and h yyy ) is 
Of course any pair consisting of a second and a third order derivative is uncorrelated.
This is essentially all the statistics we will need in order to analyze the statistics of the radiance distribution for stationary, isotropic, random Gaussian surfaces, irradiated obliquely with a collimated beam of radiation.
Notice that the covariance matrices of the partial derivatives depend upon the autocorrelation function only through the circular moments. In applications the autocorrelation function is typically unknown. From a comparison of the second and third order covariances one may obtain a notion of the ratio M 6 /M 4 , which is a pure shape factor, independent of size. We offer examples below.
Application of these relations straightforwardly leads to the fact that both G 2 and H 2 are both equal to the symmetric matrix
with n = 2 for G 2 and n = 3 for H 2 . Thus the factor of proportionality depends upon the particular circular moments that characterize the surface texture, i.e., on the particular autocorrelation function of the heights. Notice that the angular dependence itself is quite independent of the circular moments. The eigenvectors of S are {cos ϕ, sin ϕ} with eigenvalue 3 and {cos(ϕ + π/2), sin(ϕ + π/2)} with eigenvalue 1.
The so called "coherence" of the structure tensor S, that is to say
, has the value 0.8, indicating a rather strong orientational bias. The eigenvector for the largest eigenvalue is thus very well defined. From the expression we see that it points in (or away from) the direction of irradiation.
Experiments on true Gaussian random surfaces with approximately Lambertian surfaces
We used a number of random Gaussian surfaces covered with a matte paint to check the robustness of the predictions. These are real surfaces, produced by a computer controlled milling machine. The mesoscale is of the order of a few centimeters. In these samples the shape conforms exactly to the Gaussian random surface, the surface scattering properties can only be approximate though. (The paint appeared slightly glossy.) With these samples we can study the effects of non-shallow relief since we can easily find irradiation conditions for which cast shadows are readily apparent.
Since multiple scattering effects may be expected to play a role too, we painted some samples with a white, others with a dark gray paint. Multiple scattering will play an important role for the white samples but will be much less important for the gray samples. Since the effects of vignetting and multiple scattering are virtually impossible to include in the theoretical treatment (at least in an exact manner), it makes sense to obtain an indication of their relative importance through empirical study.
- Figure 2 about here -In figures 2 we show results for a shallow random Gaussian surface painted white.
The reader is invited to compare this observation with the example presented earlier (figure 1). Apparently the basic intuition is fully borne out. The empirical power spectrum is exactly what might be expected on heuristic grounds (notice that the power spectrum in figure 2 has been slightly blurred: This is indeed necessary because the power spectrum does not converge pointwise, the variance at a point remains infinite). This is not at all a trivial result, since the observation depicted in figure 2 is indeed an observation, that is to say, many more physical effects than mere shading play a role. The "pure shading" approximation apparently suffices to explain the major features of the observation though.
- is due to shadows) and multiple scattering (the fact that the low radiance mode is not at zero irradiance but at a finite value has to be due to reflexes "filling in" the shadows). In figure 5 we show the average (over the full image) radiance. It evidently follows the simple prediction from Lambert's Law very well (a cosine dependence upon the elevation of the source).
Thus we find that the average radiance is predicted quite well (see figure 5) , even in the case of rather obvious shadowing. The trace of the G 2 (figure 6 left) and H 2 (figure 6 right) neatly follows the predicted cot 2 ϑ behavior except in cases of extreme shadowing (see figure 6 at high obliquety). The coherences are significantly lower than predicted by our simple approximation, although they are in all cases in excess of 0.4.
The prediction will be best for cases where the irradiation is evidently oblique (in which case the quadratic terms are negligeable) but not so oblique that shadowing is important. In these cases we find coherences up to 0.7, which is actually quite close to the predicted ideal value of (3 2 − 1 2 )/(3 2 + 1 2 ) = 0.8. In all cases the direction of the irradiance is found within a few degrees.
Theoretically the ratio of the traces of G 2 and H 2 should not depend upon the obliquety of the irradiance because it equals M 6 /M 4 , which is a pure shape factor. 
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• . Thus the prediction that the ratio should be constant works out surprisingly well in the face of the fact that the illustrated case shows severe effects of shadowing.
Theoretically the value of M 6 /M 4 equals 6/σ 2 for a surface with autocorrelation function exp(−ρ 2 /2σ 2 ). Thus we find the value of the diameter of the "textons" from the statistics, about 9.6-10.6 pixels, which is close to the actual value.
Thus the empirical results hold up very well against the predictions from the simple model.
Experiments on the Curet data base
The Curet data base All samples were of similar size (circa 150x150 mm). The size of the "textons" varies over perhaps a decade. We decided to compute the spatial derivatives using
Gaussian derivative operators with a halfwidth (σ) of one pixel for all images though, instead of searching for the optimum scale in any particular case. This scale of differentiation is typically finer than the scale of the prominent (image) "textons" and thus becomes an irrelevant parameter. We compute all partial derivatives of orders 1 and 2. From these data we can immediately find the average values of G 2 and H 2 .
Moreover, we can find various differential invariants and study their histograms. This yields some insight as to the degree to which the images may be considered to contain Gaussian image texture.
We write G 2 and H 2 as c cot 2 ϑU with trU = 4. Since ϑ is known the constant factor c is well defined. Theoretically its value should not depend upon ϑ. We find the direction of the eigenvector with the greatest eigenvalue of U. This direction should be the azimuth of the source direction which is known (ϕ = 0 • ). We also compute the coherence (λ An example is shown in figure 7 . We find that the average irradiances follow the Lambertian prediction within a few percent. The coherence of the structure matrix is slightly below the theoretical prediction of 0.8, for the G 2 data the interval between the 25% and 75% percentiles is (0.53, 0.78), for the H 2 data (0.42, 0.76). Still, the coherence is high, and in the right ballpark. The irradiation direction is detected with an accuracy of better than a degree from either the gradient or the Hessian statistics.
The "shape factor" M 6 /M 4 proves to be neatly independent of the obliquety of the irradiation, we find values ranging from 1.22 to 1.27. The only parameters that deviate quite strongly from the predicted values are the traces of the coherence matrices.
On the range of obliqueties in the data the traces are expected to vary by a factor cot 2 22.5
• / cot 2 67.5
• ≈ 34.0, whereas we find empirically that the interval between the 25% and 75% percentiles of this ratio is (0.53, 2.3) for the G 2 data and (0.59, 2.4)
for the H 2 data, that is one to two orders of magnitude to low. Since these ratios were well predicted for the measurements on the Gaussian model surface we infer that the discrepancy must be due to the (highly) non-Gaussian nature of the surfaces in the curet data base (or natural surfaces in general). • . Thus one may find the irradiance azimuth from the texture within a precision of a few degrees.
When we select a sample that "looks" like it might be approximately Gaussian (e.g., the example discussed above) the results are much closer to the predictions except for the fact that the ϑ dependency is much smaller than expected at very oblique irradiation. This is no doubt due to the influence of strong cast shadow effects.
These encouraging results are perhaps better than might have been expected in view of the fact that all samples of natural textures turn out to be highly non-
Gaussian. In histograms of the values of partial derivatives and differential invariants
we find the characteristic very long tails that have been described often enough.
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The reasons that the predictions work as well as they do have to be sought in general symmetry properties. For any isotropic random surface we expect a power spectrum much like that shown in figure 1 , the particular shape of the autocorrelation function is not really important. (This is indeed what we find in the case of the curet data base.)
Thus we expect similar relations between the moments of the power spectrum and the direction of irradiation as we have derived for the isotropic Gaussian random surface.
With the gradient and Hessian second order statistics we estimate these moments.
The main difference is to be expected in the magnitudes of the circular moments M n and these turn out to be relatively unimportant if the direction of irradiance is to be estimated.
What is perhaps more surprising is that many examples from the curet data base strongly violate the Lambertian assumption (see figure 8 ). For instance "aluminum foil" is (locally) specular, "rabbit fur" is made up of scattering hair tips, "salt crystals"
is a collection of transparant crystals, the "painted spheres" are very glossy (the specularities are very prominent and dominate the contrast, and so forth. The reasons will have to be found in a closer analysis of canonical non-Lambertian cases.
Comparison with other methods
The general problem area addressed in this paper has been considered in the context of machine vision, albeit in the somewhat different setting of "Shape From Shading" (SFS). 10, 15, 18, 21 In the SFS setting one considers images of scenes, or-usuallyroughly convex major objects in scenes, instead of surface texture. Thus the generic assumptions have been quite different from ours.
Typical assumptions imply "umbilical" surfaces 15 or "convex objects", 18 Curiously, Knill 13 never mentions this.
The first order methods do little better in this respect though (see figure 10) , if similar amounts of convex and concave umbilicity are present (typical scenes, textures) the result is again quite undecided as regard to sign. The concept of an "umbilic"
surface is in itself a strange one though since umbilical points are of measure zero on generic surfaces, most points being nearly parabolic (or cylindrical).
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The use of second order statistics is indeed mandatory. The use of first order derivatives is only conventional (essentially all of the classical methods) though. As we have shown the use of second order derivatives leads to the same formal expectations.
Yet the second order derivatives must be expected to lead to much improved results because they automatically discard the influence of spurious gradients that typically occur due to a variety of physical factors. In fact, the use of second order statistics of second order derivatives of the log-irradiance is likely to lead to the most robust results. We have not seen this used in the machine vision literature though.
Conclusions
Three dimensional surface corrugations are a cause of image texture due to (among more) shading. Such image texture depends critically upon the direction of irradiation.
For an isotropic random surface the image texture is highly anisotropic due to the direction of irradiation of the surface and this orientation anisotropy will be picked up by local differential operators ("edge detectors" and so forth). 4 This is of potential interest to machine vision, since it is often necessary to estimate the local direction of irradiation (which typically varies widely over a scene) from the image structure.
In general these effects are terribly complex, due to the generally complicated (and a priori unknown) surface relief and the effects of numerous physical effects that are often numerically of more importance than mere shading (the Lambertian cosine factor). Only for simple cases such as isotropic Gaussian random surfaces (with arbitrary autocorrelation functions) of shallow relief, that are roughly Lambertian on the microscale, can one solve the photometric problem for the image texture. The actual calculation is simple due to the fact that the correlations between arbitrary spatial partial derivatives of the height are easily found for Gaussian random surfaces.
As intuitively expected the power function of the image texture is bimodal. The average structure tensors obtained from either the gradient or the Hessian of the image intensity can be used to obtain precise and robust estimates of the irradiation direction with respect to the surface.
In this paper we have compared the theoretical predictions with empirical observations of actual isotropic Gaussian random surfaces as well as of a variety of natural surfaces (as present in the curet data base 5 ). Although the Gaussian surfaces have essentially perfect geometry, it is practically impossible to "paint them Lambertian" since virtually any paint known to us has appreciable gloss. Moreover, these model surfaces of course are subject to all physical effects such as vignetting (leading to pronounced cast and body shadows) and multiple scattering. However, we have found that the simplest possible theory (taking only the Lambertian surface attitude effect ("shading") into account) is amply sufficient to account for the observations. Even more remarkably, the observations on natural surfaces enable us to estimate the direction of irradiation quite precisely. Apparently, the simple theory is sufficient to obtain very robust estimates of local irradiation direction. Moreover, comparison of the gradient and Hessian statistics enables one to estimate geometrical parameters of the surface relief that causes the image texture.
The fact that the simple theory, based upon shading only, already accounts for most of the structure in the observations, suggests that it may be next to impossible to obtain further pertinent estimates from such image texture observations. Available structure that has not been used is the histogram data, which yields some information concerning vignetting and thus allows one to estimate the elevation of the source relative to the r.m.s. slope of the surface. 19 The variation of the trace of the structure tensors over the surface is also a potential source of information to be mined, though it assumes that the global surface slope as well as the global light field are at least partly known. 
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